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In yeast, cell growth and division are coordinated by size checkpoints in the cell cycle. Recent work suggests that a similar mechanism acts in plant meristems to limit cell-size variation.
Michael Lenhard
Growth of all organisms relies on an increase in cytoplasmic mass (i.e., cell growth) and cell division [1] . To maintain a constant average cell size and a low cell-to-cell variability in size, cell growth and cell division need to be coordinated. Such coordination can be achieved by size checkpoints that only allow cells that exceed a certain threshold size to progress through the cell-division cycle [2] . While their existence was clearly demonstrated in unicellular eukaryotes, whether such size checkpoints also operate in plants is unclear. Recent work by Sablowski and colleagues [3] , as reported in this issue of Current Biology, provides strong evidence that a size checkpoint acts in the floral meristem but is overruled in the cells of outgrowing floral organs. An active size-checkpoint mechanism is essential to limit variation in cell size, if cells grow at a rate proportional to their size (exponential growth) [2, 4] . Exponential growth would otherwise amplify random differences in daughter cell size: during a given time interval, a larger daughter would grow more in absolute terms than a smaller daughter cell, resulting in an increasing size variation. By contrast, if the rate of growth is independent of cell size (linear growth) and cell-cycle length is the same for small and large cells, cells could converge on a target size over successive generations even without an active size-control mechanism [2, 4] . If small and large cells grow by the same absolute amount before dividing, the difference in size between their respective daughters will only be half the initial difference between the two cells.
An active size checkpoint has been found, for example, in budding yeast, where cell growth is exponential [2] . Molecularly, cell size appears to be measured by monitoring the production of an unstable protein whose synthesis is proportional to the overall translation rate and thus ultimately to cell size. Similar cell-size checkpoints, yet with a different molecular basis, have also been described in fission yeast and in the unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardii [2, 5, 6] . By contrast, the existence of size checkpoints in mammalian cells has been a matter of debate [4, [7] [8] [9] . For some adherent cell types, growth was found to be linear, with no evidence for a size checkpoint [4, 8] . By contrast, lymphoblasts show exponential growth [9] , suggesting that a size checkpoint is operating to maintain a low cell-to-cell variation in size. Although in higher plants manipulating cell cycle regulators can change cell size in proliferating cells [10] , whether this involves the modification of a size checkpoint is unclear.
In plant shoots, cell division occurs predominantly in young leaves or floral organs, such as sepals and petals, and in the shoot and floral meristems [11] . Meristems are groups of stem cells and their daughters that provide the cells for organ formation. After initiation at the meristems, organ primordia grow by cell proliferation and later cell expansion, until they reach their final sizes and shapes [12] . Cell proliferation in leaves and floral organs is influenced by the putative transcriptional repressor JAGGED (JAG) and its homologue NUBBIN (NUB) in Arabidopsis thaliana. Loss of JAG and NUB activities reduces organ size due to a premature arrest of proliferation [13] [14] [15] . By contrast, JAG overexpression promotes the ectopic outgrowth of leaf tissue or even entire leaves [14] .
JAG activity also affects the early growth of organ primordia [14, 15] , yet how it does so had not been characterised. To address this issue, Sablowski and colleagues [3] used live imaging followed by three-dimensional reconstruction and quantitative image analysis to compare cell growth in the floral meristem and sepal primordia and to determine the effects of JAG activity on cell growth. In wild-type floral meristems, cell growth is largely isotropic, with rather uniform cell sizes (Figure 1) . In sepal primordia, cell growth speeds up and becomes strongly anisotropic along the longitudinal axis of the sepal; cell sizes also vary much more than in the meristem. These changes require JAG activity, which is expressed in sepal primordia but not the floral meristem. Patterns of cell growth in jag mutant sepal primordia are indistinguishable from those seen in jag mutant or wild-type floral meristems. Molecularly, this meristem-like behaviour of primordia cells is reflected in the ectopic expression of known meristem genes, as is also seen in mutants for the rice orthologue of JAG [16] .
Next, Sablowski and colleagues [3] addressed the relation between cell growth and cell-cycle progression. Cells replicating their DNA during a given interval were labelled, and their sizes determined. Again, a prominent, JAG-dependent difference was observed between meristem and primordia ( Figure 1 ). Floral-meristem cells in the G2-phase of the cell cycle (i.e., after DNA replication in S-phase) were on average larger than cells in the G1-phase (before S-phase), yet with the largest G1-and G2-phase cells having about the same size. This suggests that most cell growth occurs during G1, and that cells only progress from the G1-to the S-phase once they have reached a certain size. By contrast, in wild-type sepal primordia, cells before and after DNA replication had the same average size. This uncoupling of cell-cycle progression from cell size requires JAG activity, as cells in jag mutant primordia showed a clear correlation between size and position in the cell cycle. Forcing the expression of JAG in the floral meristem abrogated the size difference between G1-and G2-phase cells, with cells replicating their DNA at an abnormally small size. These results suggest the existence of a size checkpoint in meristem cells that monitors cell size before entry into S-phase. In organ primordia, this checkpoint would be overridden by JAG activity.
While suggestive of an active size checkpoint, a correlation between a cell's size and its position within the cell cycle would also be consistent with a scenario of linear cell growth and a uniform length of the cell cycle and its individual phases, as outlined above. However, at least in the inflorescence meristem, cell-cycle duration has been found to vary widely between different cells [17] , which we can assume to hold also for the floral meristem. An attractive scenario is that this variation reflects a negative correlation between cell-cycle duration and initial cell size, as would be expected if a size checkpoint were operating. Demonstrating this more directly will require following individual cells through the cell cycle to test whether their initial size indeed predicts the time spent in G1. What could be the function of maintaining a more homogeneous cell size distribution in the meristem? As Sablowski and colleagues point out [3] , cell size can modulate the polar transport of the plant hormone auxin that determines the positioning of new primordia [11, 18] . Thus, maintaining a regular cell size may be important for aspects In the absence of JAG activity in the floral meristem or in jag mutants, cell growth is largely isotropic and cells with replicated DNA in the G2-phase of the cell cycle (marked by a yellow dot) are larger on average than cells in G1-phase before DNA replication. JAG activity in sepal primordia leads to more anisotropic growth and abrogates the size difference between G1-and G2-phase cells. This suggests the existence of a cell-size checkpoint that is active in the floral meristem, but is overridden by JAG activity in organ primordia. Mitotic daughters of one cell are indicated by the same colour as the original cell.
of meristem function, but may be dispensable in organ primordia where the main emphasis may be on a maximal growth rate.
Great tits that learn to manipulate a device to obtain food in the laboratory go on to lay more eggs in the wild. However, the solver great tits are also more likely to desert their nest.
Susan D. Healy
Most of us think it pays to be smart. After all, surely that is the reason that humans are, arguably, the most dominant species on our planet, and certainly the one having the most significant impact. We know that we are really smart, not just because we have one of the largest brains (relative to body size) of any extant animal, but because we are also remarkable innovators and problem solvers. It may seem surprising, then, that the work reported in this issue of Current Biology by Cole et al. [1] is, to my knowledge, the first concrete evidence that problem-solving abilities might have positive fitness benefits. Cole et al. [1] show that smart is good by discovering that adult great tits that learn how to access food from a novel man-made food container go on to lay more eggs than those birds that fail to solve this problem. These parents also spend less time foraging for their young. What good news, the smart can afford to be lazy, too! If the benefits to being smart are all too obvious, why has it taken so long for anyone to collect convincing data confirming the fitness benefits? In part, this is likely to be because few have thought it worth the bother to check. After all, we have daily proof of our own ingenuity and its value. Additionally, the researchers who are typically the most interested in cognitive abilities are most interested in understanding the mechanisms underpinning what animals can learn and remember: that work often does not easily lend itself to helping to determine whether better task performance is beneficial to the subject outside the context of the experiment or what those benefits might be (especially if the experimental context is very controlled or contrived). Moreover, measuring fitness benefits of a given trait in the real world is never easy, regardless of the trait.
In the Cole et al. [1] work, it took the measuring of problem solving in over 400 birds, taken briefly into captivity, followed by the counting of the number of eggs laid by those birds over the four years, to show an effect. Although it is standard procedure to test cognitive abilities in birds over the course of hundreds or thousands of trials, it is far from standard to examine those abilities in over 400 birds. Testing of subjects may also occur across years, especially in long-lived species like corvids, pigeons or primates [2] , but never with such a number of subjects and not associated with offspring production or success.
Cole et al.'s [1] pioneering work will not be easily augmented. This is not least because in the great tits, the authors could couple two major logistic advantages: access to a large number of subjects, close to hand, from the well-known breeding population in Wytham Wood plus the great tit temperament. These birds respond well enough to captivity to allow experimental behavioural manipulations in a period of time short enough to enable the testing of many animals [3] . As ever, success lies in the logistical features
